
Do you like portable projects?  Well, we certainly have lots of 

projects for you to choose from.  

Cindy Blackgerg’s Hand Piecing stamps have 

arrived.  These nifty little rubber stamp 

“templates” take the tedium out of preparing 

your fabrics for hand piecing. Each template 

stamp includes the cutting and sewing line.  

Just stamp the template onto the back of your 

fabric, trim and go!  We have a variety of patterns to choose 

from, including Carpenter’s Wheel, Baby Blocks, Apple Core, 

Sawtooth Star, Spools, and Churn Dash.  Bet you can’t just 

make one!  We’ve also added a class on the Spool Block for 

new hand piecers.    

Don’t miss out on the ever popular Portable Patchwork hand 

piecing class or the new Sew-N-Sews Hand Piecing Club for 

more experienced hand piecers.  

 

English Paper piecing is another fabulous 

hand project.  We have added six pointed 

Diamonds, Dresden Plates and multiple 

sizes of hexagons papers for your pleasure. 
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Things You Should Know 

 

Christmas In July 

Don’t forget that we are celebrating 

Christmas on July 17th.  Adoring is one 

of the lines that will be featured that 

day.  I love everything Christmas—but  

this line is extra special.  We have kits 

made up for two quilts:  Angelic and Adoring.  Linda outdid herself 

with these two beauties.  We will have lot’s of fabrics and kits to 

look at, as well as some specials that day.  We hope to see you 

then. 

Quilt-A-Long   Have you ever participated in a Quilt-A-Long?  

Well, we are going to launch one later this month. This is a personal 

challenge—make a simple block once a day for a month, and you 

may have enough blocks to make a quilt. Along the way, we’ll give 

you constructions tips and potential patterns for the block.  The 

block will be revealed after Christmas (the one in July that is).  You 

don’t need to buy anything and no one will hold your feet to the 

fire if you miss a deadline. Get your scraps ready.  More information 

will follow, and we might even be up on Facebook in time for this 

fun activity. 

Happy Quilting,  

Janice and the Gang at Kudzu Blossom Quilt Shop 
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We just wanted 

to let you know 

that we will be 

working on the 

classroom July 

15-16 and that 

the restroom 

and clearance 

area won’t be 

available on 

those days. 

We hope you had fabulous 

Independence Day.  Food 

abounded around here—my 

friends smoked the best Bos-

ton Butt (pork shoulder) I’ve 

ever eaten .  Homemade  cob-

bler from locally picked 

peaches was also a winner.  

And the recipe came from 

“Cooking from Quilt Coun-

try”  How could we go wrong 

with a cookbook that features 

the word quilt in it’s title?  

Seriously, this is one of my 

all time favorite cookbooks. 

Free Shipping on 

Web Orders over 

$100 during July—

domestic shipments 

only. 
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